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Congratulations to Jonathan Berardi, who was appointed the new Study Coordinator for CCTU/Uptown.

Congratulations to Rebecca Fry, who was appointed the new Study Coordinator for CCTU/Chelsea.

Congratulations to Lish Ndlovu, who joined the Board of Directors of CytoDyn. (Link)

Thomas Walsh retired from WCM, effective January 31, 2022.
Grants

Congratulations to **Shashi Kapadia**, who successfully competed for a 2022-2023 NYP Dalio Center’s Health Justice Grant.

Congratulations to **Ayana Morales**, who was selected as a recipient of the 2022 WCM Pilot Grant Award of the Mastercard Diversity-Mentorship Collaborative.
On January 21\textsuperscript{st}, **Lishomwa Ndhlovu** gave a seminar at University of Puerto Rico School of Medicine, Dept. of Pharmacology and Toxicology entitled: "Advances in Pharmacology: from Genomes and Molecules to System Effects". ([Link](#))

On January 24\textsuperscript{th}, **Kate Stoeckle** presented a great case, representing WCM at the first virtual New York InterCity Rounds.
Trip Gulick was featured in the following:

❖ **ABCNews**: “COVID-19 pills could be game-changer, but doctors worry about early access, uptake”.

❖ **NYPost**: “FDA cautions against throat swab for at-home COVID tests”.

❖ **TODAY**: “Is a throat swab with a nose swab a better way to detect omicron?”.

❖ **wfmynews2**: “VERIFY: Throat swab vs. nasal swab for omicron”.

❖ **TODAY**: “What to know now if you received the J&J COVID-19 vaccine”.

❖ **Healthline**: “Pfizer to Start Human Studies of Omicron Vax this Month — Is it Too Late?”.
Continued:

- **Wall Street Journal**: “GlaxoSmithKline Racing to Provide Only Effective Covid-19 Antibody Treatment”.

- **CBS News**: “How can I get Paxlovid, the COVID-19 pill? Access to COVID treatments remains a challenge”.

- **ABC7NY**: answered Covid questions.
Douglas Nixon was featured in the following:

- **WCM Newsroom**: “Flu Shots, Measles Vaccines Could Also Help ‘Flatten the Curve’ for COVID-19”.

- **Cornell Chronicle**: “Flu, measles vaccines could help flatten COVID curve”.
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Important Dates

**Infectious Diseases Faculty Meeting**
8:30AM to 9:30AM
(Zoom Link)

**Department of Medicine Faculty Meeting**
12:00PM to 1:00PM
(Zoom Link)

**President’s Day**
(WCM Holiday)